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To venture causes
anxiety, but not to
venture is to lose one's
self.... And to venture

Vol. XI Number 43

in the highest sense is
precisely to become
conscious of one's self.
Kirkegaord

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

January 7, 1971

Project Police
Helps Youth
by Betty Wetzler
PROJECT POLICE, a facet of
the recently organized
Community Affairs Committee of
Student Organization, has begun
to fulfill its purpose - to further
examine the Newark State College
student image in the eyes of the
local community through service.
This service will be realized by
way of certain programs which
will be activated by student.
volunteers. These students will
assist local law enforcement
officers and the detention and
probation officers from those
local communities which have
indicated an interest in such an
undertaking. Services rendered
will be diversified in nature:
guidance and ·counselling,
industrial arts supervision, and
academic tutoring, as well as any
other necessary services. The
PROJECT POLICE Committee,
headed by Jim Pepe, believes that
the Newark State student body
can be used as an additional asset
in many areas of endeavor to
lessen the problem of juvenile
delinque n cy a nd youth
disaffection in our area.
**Juvenile Detention Center**
PROJECT POUCE's first
undertaking was outlined at a
special meeting held December

8th. Those present included Lee children must often work on a
Mond, director of Community •·Jow level in order to bring up"
Affairs Committee, Lynn Pakrul, many of the children who "are
assistant director of Community rebelling in some form because
Affairs, Jim Pepe , PROJECT they are unable to understand;
POLICE chairman, S.C.A.T.E . and work done on the remedial
director Peter Zanias, Dave education level allows an
Lichtenstein, and Mr. Robert understanding level to be reached,
Dixon , director of the Union which in turn ; helps prevent
County Juvenile Detention Center crime ."
in Elizabeth. The purpose of this
Lee Mond then explained that
meeting was to lay the Sociology majors and Social
groundwork for procuring student Welfare majors working on this
volunteers to act as tutors for the program could obtain credit for
children in the detention home . field work toward their major,
Mr. Dixon explained that three and that the effort on the part of
students would be necessary the s·tudent would probably
two to act as academic tutors in involve three to five hours a week.
remedial development, and one to Mr. Dixon interjected that regular
act as an indoor physical schedules convenient for the
recreation director; if success of student would be arranged. Any
this limited program is evident, students interested in
the number of student tutors participating in . this aspect of
might eventually be increased and PROJECT POLICE are asked to
their duties expanded.
get in touch with Jim Pepe ,
Mr. Dixon went on to say that mailbox No. 40, or thru the
the age span of the children falls S.C.A.T.E. office immediately.
from 7 to 17 years, and that most
Commenting on the program ,
stay in the detention home for Mr. Dixon said: " I think the
about thirty days, although some program proposed by the Student
Jess and some as Jong as ninety Organization is much needed
days. Only those residing in the throughout . the county. Many
home for thirty days or more young people who are committed
would be involved in the tutorial to uplifting the social structure
programs. Mr. Dixon explained should volunteer their services to
that those working with the disadvantaged children through

Student Org. Marches On
by Patti Ann Lee
The final Student Organization
meeting for 1970 was held early
December. During the meeting
appointments were made by
Litchenstein to the Finance
Board, selecting Annette Prince,
from the freshman class, and Mark
Moczulski from the junior class.
Committee reports followed, with
comments made by the Student
Personnel Committee.
Constitution and By-Laws,
Community Services, Leadership,
Food and Student Life , Parking,
Project You , and the Alumni
Association Committees.
The Student-Personnel
Committee presented several
names to council to select
students for representation on the
departmental committees. Council
approved the selected names. It
was then recommended that the
students and faculty work as a
joint committee, and that all
interested people can join. It was
reported that questionnaires were
sent to each club, sorority, and
fraternity on campus to inform
them of the project; also a letter
appeared in a previous issue of the

chairman reported, to each group.
after the Christmas recess in hope
of gaining their cooperation.
Community Services
introduced PROJECT POLIC E to
council. This is a project dealing
with the relationship between
police and students. NSC students
are needed to work with the
officers at the Juvenile Detention
Home. Those interested will be
screened for the two positions in
reading and one in physical
education.
Leadership reported their
conference will be held at the
Green Acres Hotel in New York
State this year. Bob Young
resigned as chairman and single
member of the Food and Student
Life Comm ,ttee. He said no one
came to ap.y of the meetings
which were announced , and that

he did not receive any
cooperation from Litchenstein.
The Parking Committee
reported they had asked the
ad ministration fur more permits,
in case that students would be
using more than one car. It was
approved: however, the student
must pay $ 10.00 for the second
permit.
Th'e idea of a campus Blood
Bank was introduced tu council
by Gary De Carolis and approved.
The purpose of the Blood Bank is
tu insure blood to the faculty,
administration, students, and their
families, in case of an emergency.
To ensure success, 20% of the
college must participate in
donating.
A day-unit for donating
facilities will be on campus and
(Continued on Page 2)

College Talent
Offered Showcase

Pop, rock and folk acts from
colleges and universities
throughout the United States will
INDEPENDENT.
The Constitution and By-Laws compete for college music's
Committee received eight out of national championships at the Old
thirty-three constitutions Spice-sponsored
1971
requested from the organizations Intercollegiate Music Festival.
at NSC. A second warning will be
The Festival, for the fifth
sent, Steve Wance, committee consecutive year, will offer an

opportunity for national
r.ecognition for talented
performers in pop/rock and folk
categories.
Audition tapes from vocalists,
vocal groups and instrumental
groups will be judged to select
finalists for regional competitions
(Continued on Page 2)

Sgt. Fred Grimm, commander for Elizabeth Police Community
Relations Unit, works with N.S.C. students Lynn Pakrul and
Wanda Kolodziej wrapping gifts for needy children as part of the
PROJECT POLICE program.

this program." Chairman Jim Pepe
added: " We hoee that through
this program, the students will
become involved with the
community and both students and
children at the Juvenile Detention
Home will be supplied with some
type of learning experience."
A second phase of PROJECT
POLICE was initiated at a meeting

18 Yr. Old
Vote OK'd
The U.S. Supreme Court has
granted the 18 year old the ballot
fur federal elections but denied it
to him for state and local
elections. The Court issued the
decision in late Dec. 1970 in its
ruling on the consitutionality of
the 1970 Federal Voting Rights
Act.
Beginning in November people
over 18 years of age may vote in
national elections; that is,
elections for, president,
vice-president, and Congress.
However, the age requirement for
state and local elections still
remain at 21 years of age.
It has been estimated that
approximately 325,000 people
between the ages of l 8 and 21 in
New Jersey will now be eligible to
vote in national elections.
The individual states are still
delegated , through the U.S.
Constitution, the right to
determine the age for voting in
state and local elections. New
Jersey has twice rejected lowering
the voting age. Jn 1969 the
electorate defeated the 18 Year
Old Referendum and just this past
November turned down the 19
year old question.
During the same session, the
Court upheld the elimination of
literacy tests for voting, wherever
they exist in the nation.

held at the Community Relations
Unit of the Elizabeth Police
Department on December J6. Sgt.
Fred Crirnn-. . lin-. Pe- . L""'"'

Pakrul , and Officer Keith White
discussed the foJJowing points: (1)
students would assist in the
wrapping and distribution of toys
to underprivileged children in
(Continuc<l on Page 2)

Trustees
Get New
Appointment
The State Board of Higher
Education recently announced the
appointment of Dr. Melvin M.
Tumin, to the Newark State
College Board of Trustees.
A graduate of the University of
Newark, he earned a bachelor of
arts and master of arts degree
from the University of Wisconsin.
In 1944 he earned his doctor of
philosophy degree from
1 orthwestern
University. A
i.1em be r of the faculty of
Princeton University since 1947 ,
Dr. Tumin is known for his work
in sociology , having served as
research director of the Mayor of
Detroit's Commission on Race
Relations and consultant to the
U.S. Office of Education.
He has also served on the
Board of M nagers of the New
Jersey Refomiatory, and as the
Editor of "Ra@..and Intelligence"
(1963). Dr. Tumin has written
extensively in his field, and among
his works are: "Social Life:
Structure and Function;" "Caste
in a Peasant Society;"
"Desergregation: Resistance and
Readiness;" "An Inventory of
Youth and Adults in England,
France, and Germany.; " "Quality
and Equality in Education;" and
{Continued on Page 2)
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Project Police
(Continued from Page 1)

Elizabeth, (2) the possibility of
students' assistance in speaking to
local organizations and clubs in
reference to the current drug
problem, and (3) a day-Jong
discussion workshop in which
some local police officers would
be invited to the campus, in order
to discuss contemporary problems
with the students on an informal
basis.
**Operation Gift Wrap**
On Monday, December 21st,
PROJECT POLICE acted on the
first point proposed at the
committee's meeting with the
Community Relations Unit of the
Elizabeth Police Department. At
this time, seven students working
on the Community Affairs
PROJECT POLICE aided the
department in wrapping some 150
gifts for the underprivileged
children in Elizabeth. The
students were: Wanda Kolodziej,

College
Talent
(Continued from Page I)

held on college campuses in the
East, South, Midwest , Southwest ,
Mountain States and on the West
Coa~t.
The regionals, held in March
and April , will narrow the field to
twelve national finalists. The
national finals of the 1971
Intercollegiate Music Festival wiJJ
\:>e

he\d

~er
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in

August

at

the

Mississippi River Festival Site on
the Edwardsville campus of
Southern Illinois University.
A crowd of 30,000 people and
a worldwide radio and television
audience of 200,000,000 people
saw and heard The Drambuie s
from Rollins College and Florid a
A & M University's · Funk, Inc.,
win the 1970 national titles.
The 1971 national champions
will represent the United States at
the orth American College Music
Championships at Man and His
World in Montreal. A crowd of
42,000 people and a nationwide
Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation television audience
watched the 1970 North
American Championships.
Collegiate performers may
secure Festival information and
entry forms by writing IMF , P.O.
Box 1275 , Leesburg, Florida,
32748. Entries close on February
1, 197 l.

'70 All-Greeks
Offense
QB - -Catalano - Tau
B - Morris - Pi
B - White - Tau
E - Pietryk - Pi
E - Davis - Tau
G - Dowling - Tau
G - May - Tau
C - Servidio - Chi
Defense
G - Powell - Chi
E - Spookowski - Chi
E - .Shapiro - Tau
· LB - Zaranka - Tau
B - Hanlon - Pi
B - Swartz - Phi
B - Huxford - Mu
B - Kucolo - Chi
Punter - Geroni - Chi
Kicker - May - Tau

Danny Martin, Jackie Midrano,
Rich Miller, Lynn Pakrul,
Maureen Vinciquerra, and Lynn
Yahr. Wrapping paper for the gifts
was donated by John Regegald
and the Steinbach Co. The gifts
themselves were donated by the
workers at the Clark R.C.A. plant
and an Elizabeth toy firm. Green's
in Elizabeth extended a 10%
discount to the PROJECT
·POLICE committee to be used for
other articles needed for the gift
wrapping.
Sgt. Grimm of the Community
Relations Unit commented on the
students' activities: "These
students, that gave so unsparingly
of their time and efforts, are to be
commended for their unselfish
and generous attitudes. I'm quite
sure that thru their efforts, the
spirit of Christmas will have a
little more meaning to both the
students and the needy children
that will receive these gifts."
**Drug Discussions**
Three Newark State students
will join with a number of the
Elizabeth poUce officials in a
discussion of drugs at a meeting of
the Women 's Auxiliary of
Elizabeth on January 18.
A successful outcome of this
drug seminar will allow for future
studen t speaking appointments
before other local organizations
and clubs.
**Day-Long Seminar* *
Sgt. Grimm brought up a
proposal involving the idea of a
day-long seminar to be held o n
campus at a future date. Local
police officers and Newark State
students will meet informally to
discuss contemporary problems.
Th.i s would hopefully aJJeviate
some of the tensions which have
arisen between students and lo cal
law enforcement officers.
Any students interested in
participating in any aspect of
PROJECT POLICE or working on
the Community Aff a ir s
Committee is urged to contact
Jim Pepe , Lee Mond . Lynn
Pakrul, or Community Affairs
administrative assistants Jackie
Midrano or Sue Pietrowski thru
the Student Org. offices.

Trustees
(Continued from.Page 1)

"Social Inequality." Dr. Tumin is
a member ..o f Phi Beta Kappa and
Sigma Xi.
Dr. Nathan Weiss, President of
Newark State College , stated that
"Dr. Tumin's appointment to the
Board of Trustees is most
welcomed." He added "Dr. Tumin
has distinguished himself as a
scholar, author and sociologist
and will be a most positive
ad dtion to our College at a most
important time in its history." Dr.
Tumin has served as a member of
the adjunct acuity of Newark
State College in the Division of
Field Services. Dr. Tumin's
appointment to the Newark State
College Board of Trustees is for a
three year term.
NOTICE
KARATE
CLUB r organizational meeting
Thursday, January 7, 1971,
free hour W-300 open to ALL
students male and female .
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Student Columbia Spectator
Won't Give in to IRS
Org.
(Continued from Page 1)

one large ·room will be needed to
set-up a temporary hospital.
Students from 18-21 years of age
need to acquire permission from
their parents unless they are ·
independent of their family.
There is an 18-65 year old age
limit.
The last item on the agenda
was the Finance Board report
given by Mike Napurano. $2000
was alloted to CCB for the
McKendry Spring concert at the
Christmas party , $7500 to
Memorabilia for more books and
colored pages, $1000 to the
Th eater Guild ($500 for
costumes, and $500 for props and
construction), $53 1 to make up
the balance of the Townsend
Lecture programs and publicity,
and $200 to Student Org. for
paint and repairs to the bus which
will be the campus coop.
A motion , regarding
distributions of tickets by the
Theater Guild was brought up and
carried. To quote a memo
distributed at the meeting, "In the
pa st the Theater C uild has
followed the policy of giving two
tickets to each faculty member
and one to each student upon
request. Since theater productions
are fin anced and run by stude nt s
we recommen d that you follow a
policy of distributing on the basis
of two tickets to students free and
one to faculty members and
administrative personnel upon
payment."
Regarding off-campus sales
we recommend that
off-campus sales be given second
priority to distribution of student
a nd faculty tickets." Both
recommendations were approved
by council.

Listening

Post
Results
Problems facing BASBU were
discussed in an abbreviated
Listening Post held December 8.
The editor of BASBU, Wayne
Branom , exp lained that he
accepted the job of editor even
though he himself felt he was not
qualified because the previous
editor was graduating, leaving the
position empty with no one to fill
it. Because he didn' t want to see
the paper abolished he accepted
the post. However , he now needs
to learn more of the mechanics of
running a paper, more help in
producing the paper, and most
importantly wider student interest
in this publication. He feels it's
not just a paper for and about
blacks but for anyone and about
issues important to everyone. Dr.
Weiss cited people from whom
Branom would benefit by seeing.
One boy questioned where to
seek help with the foreign
language he was taking. Dr. Weiss
proposed going to the tea.cher or
department head and selecting a
few choice records. Other
Listening Posts will be scheduled
during the next semester.

NEW YORK (CPS) - Despite
the threat of the loss of its
currently tax-exempt status,
Columbia University's student
newspaper, the Spectator, has
refused to sign a statement for the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
agreeing to refrain from endorsing
any political candidates.
Although seldom applied to
undergraduate newspapers, the
tax laws state that when an
orga nization "attempts to
influence legislation by
propaganda or otherwise" or
"par tici pat es or intervenes,
directly o r indirectly, in any
political campaign," it does not
qualify for tax exemption.
The Columbia Daily Spectator,
whose exemption has been under
investigation by the IRS since last
May, revealed its decision last
Tuesday , terming the service's
action "part of Richard Nixon's
continuing campaign to crush
student dissent" with the use of
"economic sanctions on those
who disagree with the cacophony
which co mes out of the White
House."
Alth o ugh in its 1966
application for tax-free statu s, the
73 year old publication , said it did
not plan to intervene "on behalf
of or in op position to any

candidate for public office," the
Spectator added in a footnote
that its editorial comment
sometimes deals with "candidates
for political office, and sometimes
take a stand with respect
thereto."
In addition to examining the
tax-exempt returns of the
Columbia Daily Spectator, IRS
investigators have been searching
through back issues for editions in
which the . newspaper has taken
stands on legislation or endorsed
political candidates. Among those
articles the agents have called
attention to are an editorial
supporting Governor ~ockefeller
for re-election in 1966, and
another backing Eldridge Cleaver
for President in 1968 .
Martin Flumenbaum, the
Spectator's editor, noted that the
Joss of exemption ·would cause the
publication to "fold within three
years." Should the paper's current
tax status be revoked , it would
cost the tabloid as much as
$3 ,000 a year in taxes and $9,000
in rent to Columbia University.
The Spectator is incorporated
under its own name as the
Specta tor Publi shing Company,
Inc. and therefore had to apply
for tax exe mpt classification.

Artists Get Chance
Young ar tists have an unusual
C ontestants must be New
opportunity for exceptional J ersey residents, permanent or
recognition in the competition for student, who have passed their
a $ J ,000 prize offered by the 14th birthday but have not
National Society of Arts and reached their 26th birthday at the
Letters. The Fine Art of time of the National Competition
Printmaking is fea tured in the in April , 1971. Entries may
nineteenth Annual Career Aw ard in clude lithography, wood cuts,
competi tion. Design ed to linoleum blocks, metal engraving,
encourage the creative talent of serigraphs, collagraphs , and other
young people in all of the arts, the experimental prints.
Up to three original prints ,
NSAL compet1t10n each year
offers an award in a different unrestricted in size, may be
submitted for judging in the New
field.
Mrs. Orlo E. Campbell of Jersey competition on February
Bernard sville, president of the 14, 1971. Application blanks and
New Jersey Chapter of NSAL , further information should be
announces that the New Jersey secured from the New Jersey
contest winner will receive $300. Career Award Chairman , Mrs.
The winning print will Clark V. Daly , 4 Fieldview Drive ,
automatically be entered in the Basking Ridge , New Jersey .
The National Society of Arts
National Contest for the $1 ,000
award. A second prize of $100 and Letters is planning a traveling
and a ·third award of $50 are also exhibition of the outstanding
being offered by the New Jersey work submitted in the National
Award program.
Chapter.

Winners Announced
WINNERS OF THE 1970 CHRISTMAS DECORATING CONTESE
were announced at the Yule log ceremony on December 18 , Winners
were :
1st Place
Sigma Beta Tau Fraternity Entrance to College Center
2nd Place
Delta Sigma Pi Sorority
Downs Hall Lobby
(tie)
Sigma Kappa Phi Sorority Sloan Lounge
3rd Place
Lambda Chi Rho Sorority Lobby outside Snack Bar
(4th place tie)Nu Delta Pi Fraternity
Townsend Hall Lobby , 1st Fl
Sigma Beta Chi Sorority-_ Willis Hall Lobby, I st fl .
Whiteman Hall Dorm.
Whiteman Hall Dorm.

Bus Becomes
by Sue Cousins
An old school bus, salvaged by
members of Student Organization,
fro m a j u nkyard, is being
converted into a Trading Post ,
according to Tony Levi, clialrman
of the project.
The Post is a general outlet in
which students call sell items such

Trading Post
as homemade objects and old
records. The_ Trading Post idea
was initiated by students on
campus. A 5% surcharge on
everything sold will cover the cost
of maintaining the bus . Some of
these profits from the Trading
Post will also go into a general
(Continued on Page 3)
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Christmas Concerts: One Hit. and One Miss

It's hard to describe
McKendree Spring in concert in
the same way it's hard to describe
their albums. The group is one of
the few around that is capable of
producing genuinely beautiful
music. When they succeed in
delivering this sound, which is
most of the time, they conjure up
only superlative adjectives in the
mind.
Their recent concert at the
T.P.A. here, wasn't as pleasing as
ones I have seen them do in
previous months. There are
probably a couple of reasons for
this. First, the group has gotten a
bit raunchier, musically , that is. It
used to appear to me that the lead
guitarist, Martin Slutsky, was a bit
too loud in his playing. Now ,

however, the group seems to have
caught up with him.
This time around too, I had the
privilege (?) of being backstage
during the concert and got to
bu mp into the group itself
complete with hangers-on. This
isn't putting down the group , but
on occasion the scene backstage
was quite inane as a crowd of
local "music technicians" lent
their good vibes to the occasion.
Whoopie.
S tagewise , McKendree and
company were technically
excellent, although as I mentioned
earlier, they were much stronger
beat-wise. Some of the
outstanding songs were Tom
Rush's " No Regrets," "Got No
Place To Fall." " Fire and Rain ,"

How to Throw
a Fast Curve· and a
Side-arm Slide in a
Techno-Cratic Society
by David and Ann

As you all know by now , the
result of the hulk on the mound
leads to the determining factors
which will eventually -effect the
celestial attitudes of the lateral
tube. Any deviations that result
from the composition of these
factors can well be observed on a
macro-scale. Often confusion
arises when this point of view is
discarded or thusly taken lightly
out of context. In tl1e true
development of alternative
patterns, we are faced with the
choice of agreement or
non-agreement. Quite nat urally, as
the pattern persists to the naked

Trading Post
(Continued from Page 2)

fund to subsidize l .) the student
activity fee 2.) legal defense and
3 .) the cost of the College Center
building.
If yo u are interested in having
something sold in the Trading
Post or if you can volunteer some
time to sell other's items, contact
Tony Levi or any member of
Student Organization .

NOTICE
A st uden t t eaching
registration meet ing will be
held on Thursday , January 7 at
1 :40 in the Little Theatre for
present juniors who intend
student teaching during the
1971 -72 academic year but
were unable to attend the
· December 17 meeting due to
being in the field.
Sophomores who intend
junior field experiences for
next year (elementary
education, · early childhood,
fine arts) but were unable to
attend the December 17
meeting, will meet on Friday,
February 5 at 1 :40 in the
Little Theatre.
Field. Services Division
students who intend student
teaching in the fall of '71 or
spring of '72 will meet on
Thursday, February 11 at 1:40
in the Little Theatre.

ear, one is forced to secure a
position somewhat below the
completion of the round. In
mention of Alangra and the world
of vascular bundles, one must
grunt free time and so four and so
eight. And so once again for the
third time. In squantum , magrio
simbo elugrite guauvo.

From Fine

Arts
Ou r special arts workshop, by
the seniors freshly returned from
st u dent teachin g, wi ll be
presented for the fourt h ann ual
time on Wednesday, January
13th, in our big studio, A106.

The students will use a variety
of art media and ways of working
which evolved during their ten
weeks in the field ; about 300
children from our cooperating
schools will visit at different times
during the day .
All facul ty and stude nts are
i nvite d to join us from
9:3 0 - 11 :30, and again from
12:30-4, on the 13th. Since so
many students take some courses
thro ugh our department, and so
many will be working with
·children eventually, this may
interest them both as "observers"
and participants!
Since this workshop is being
given during the first week of fi nal
exams students might find it
refreshing to dro p by either
before or after an exam ....
Everyone is most welcome.
See you the n !

and "Friends Die Easy."
I am convinced that violinist,
Michael Dreyfuss, is one of the
top therimin technicians around.
His p l aying is fantastically
inventive, although sometimes
stretched to the point of excess.
All in all McKendree Spring
proved once again that they are
one of the most talented folk-rock
groups in the country, a position
that somehow has gone
unrecognized for a few years now.
Personally , I hope 1971 is their
year. They deserve it.
THE INSTITUTION
Once again it was the
Institution .. . Duff and the boys
.are still trying to get something
together. Having been practically
weaned on the band all through
high school. I remember the old
times of corning stinking drunk.
dancing foolishly to "Louie

Louie~' and "Crystal Ship," not
able to hear one instrument from
the other.. . just this one
constant blast of sound. Judging
from a previous practice session
a~ thek re~~ oon~rt, rw
found that things haven't changed
much. Of course there has been a
progrssion in the taste of their
material , but their sound is still
muddled and they still get bogged
down in monotonous drawn out
instrumentals. Marvin
Coopersmith's lead guitar work
aside from being smothered by
the rhythm and percussion, was
fast but unimaginative. Hi~ sound
remained constant throughout his
breaks just adding to the
monotony. Dufr s vocals still tend
to imitate and never start to take
on any identity, as was the case
with the Canned Heat effort. It
was interesti ng to see Mr. Dutr s
singing style change from a Bob

Hite to a Leadbelly. In any event
their attempt at playing the blues
failed, the guitars came and left
unnoticed, La Mond's drums still
banging away and Duff still trying
to project an old black bluesmans
voice and not quite making it.
When it was time for the big finish
it was the rock and • roll revival
thing, just another worn out
cliche which again, never really
got off except for one crazy idiot
in the back who houted and
hollered through the whole thing.
If the Institution want their
music taken seriously they better
get down to some honest and
original work, whether it be
interpr e tive o r whatevr ...
because as they stand now they
are little more than the high
school group they were. They've
explored little and do nothing
more than mimick ... and I can
go to a Frat party to hear that.

Paul Goodman Talks to Stude nts
by Sue St. Pierre
true it was upsetting to be faces
Mr. Paul Goodman , the latest with it. Hearing about the
of the Townsend lecturers, is not hopelessness, narrowness and
unlike a lot of other typical pointlessness he says we feel; and
lecturers, except that he is much being unable to deny it to myself,
more than a lecturer. His aim is I became depressed for a while
not to inform · or teach, but to and then angry at his
explain his viewpoint in hopes of "sympathetic' . attitude . 1 guess I
being understood . He . is frank , wanted to be told only the
interesting and most importantly , "romantic" and "rosy" things
able to accept that which he about my generation, or at least
admits he cannot understand:
the usual uninformed criticism I
youth.
could disregard. Mr. Goodman
The body of Mr. Goodman's avoids judgments and hypocrisy ,
speech concerned the generation and leaves the listener with
gap-youth alienation- thought-provoking remarks, rather
typical-college-Jecture-topic we all than impressions of himself.
know and Jove, but I have to Througho ut,he is presenting the
admit , his was better than most. ideas and not putting himself or
He spoke of our internal fears his in teltigence on display. That's
about the atom bomb , gives our · an admirable and refreshi ng trait.
T he most interesting part of
uselessness to society as the ma in
purpose mo re yo ung people are in Mr. Goodman's lecture concerned
college today (w hi ch l rather the progressive uselessness of
many human beings; indeed the
resented) and our feelings that
majority of society : youth, the
life, the system and
aged, minorities, the incompetent ,
administrations are senseless.
and to a great extent, women.
Much of what he said was true; so
And if that weren't depressing

.Exits

ANNOUNCING

1-.-.i!'"t.

THE WINTER
SOLDIER
INVESTIGATION

Blocked
Effec..'tive J anuary 10, 1971 , access
to the campus for the CCB movie
on Sunday nights will be from
Green Lane only. The Morris
Avenue and North Avenue gates ·
will remain locked to give us
greater traffic control and provide
added security on campus.
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AN INQUIRY INTO U.S . WAR
CRIMES I N IN DOCHINA

JAN . 31,FEB.1,EB. 2,1971

VETERANS'
MEMORIAL BLDG.

New

DETROIT, MICH.
*

Notices
R oomate wa n ted to share
apartment secon d semester.
Contact Joan at 264-25 I 9.

Dana Is

Union College's Judo-Karate
Club is now opening its sessions to
the students of Newark State
College who would be interested
in the art of self-defense. The dues
are less than $ I 0.00 a month.
Anyone that is interested, please
contact: Roberta Youngblood,
728 Cleveland Ave., 486-3405.

Here
(Hotcha!)

100 V ietna m Veterans from
all over t he U.S. w ill gi ve
d etailed ey e wit ness accounts
of war cri mes c o m m itted b y
thei r
un its, as poli cy , i n
Indoch i na.
* V i etnames e, Cambod ian .
Laotian
vi c t i ms o f
U .S.
mil itary strategies w i ll p r ovide
eye-w itness testimony fr om
Windsor , Canada.
* I nte r nat l onal lawyer s ,
scient i st s , j ournalists and
others will
provide ex pert
t est i mony .
F OR
I N F ORMA T I O N
AND
TE S T IMON Y
C ON T A CT:
V I ET NAM VETE RANS AGAINST
TH E WAR
C/O "TH E PE AC E C E N TE R"
2 4 9 MORR IS AVE.
E LI Z AB ET H, N.J .
( 2 0 1) 355-4333

enough, he sees the economy as
itself useless since our 3 major
industries are education, the
military and the production and
maintenence of automobiles.
Mr. Goodman concluded his
speech with a question; actually a
rhetorical question about what we
wanted him to tell us. He
remarked that he has been unable
to figure that out, since we
(youth) are unwilling and/or
unable to understand what he is
trying to tell us, and are
constantly misinterpreting his
ideas. lt occurred to me that there
is litt le point to Mr. Goodman's
lectures, if he himself feels that no
one is going to understand, and I
wanted to ask him why he bothers
lecturing at all, but l didn't want
to be obnoxious. Actually, he
proved his own point. ... first he
told us we reject professionals
because we see no point to their
job, and then he seemed to be
able to find no point to his
position as lecturer.

1972 OLYMPIC
GAMES
Olympic and
Educational
Tour To Germany,
Switzerland, Austria
Aug. 11. to Sept 15.
MAJOR POINTS OF INTEREST:
Rh in e Trip
H eidel berg
B lack F orest
B o den See ( la ke)
Konstan z
Z ur ich

I n n sb ruck
C h iemsee (la k e)
Salzbu rg
V ienna
Mun ich
Olympi c Games

ESTIMATED COST: $795.00
Cost f o r t he f our weeks t r i p
includes: T ransatlan tic a ir f are , all
t ravel in E urope. m eals ( 2 per day),
all accom m odati ons, sightseei ng,
lecutre s, six t icket s f or t he Olymp ic
Games
i nclud ing t he o pen i ng
ceremony .
ACADEMIC CREDIT: ( F o r t hose
wh o w ish ·t o o bta in cred its f o r t he
tr ip)
3 undergfaduat e cred its - u si ng
_the i r
r e sp &G-t-i v e
departmen t s
Independent S-tildy C ourse.
3 graduate cr edits under
c ourse :
Interna tional
Educati on
T our t o E urope , cou r se number
58 1.53b.

TOUR APPLICATION :
Sign i ng up f o r th is t o ur has t o be
completed by end of January 1971
f o r
reaso n s
of
l imit ed
accom modation s and the enormous
, requests t h r ougho u t the world f or
the 1972 li mited to . 25 people.
Appl ication s m ay be secured f ro m
the secretar y In t he Health &
Physical Educat ion Depart ment.
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Loyal
Dear A. Jacknow, (VOMIT!) ·
How could you say such things
about that great record reviewer
Howard Duff! Just because you
listen to the Beach Boys, is no
reason everyone else has to.
Howard reviews records which
interest him. If you think you
could do a better job then why
not write your own column? I
look forward to reading Howard's
column every week. Not everyone
gets to hear all the new records
and it's nice to find o ut someone's
opinion . I didn't know there was a
"counter-culture" in the T.V.
room! I thought they resided in
the snack bar. Howard does have
his own opinions. Just because
other radio personalities have the
same opinion he does isn't his
fault now , is it? Have you ever
talked to Mr. Duff yourself? Just
mention the Rolling Stones and
see what happens! Howard must
know something about music ,
since he does know how to play
an instrument, and I think his
opinions are great. Don't worry
Howard , I still Jove you!
Su-Su

Well, 1970 is over and depending on your point of view,
it may be a good thing. The last year brought a lot of changes
to our campus. A student strike, a totally unheard of
occurrance, took place last May and, to its advantage brought
a lot of people a chance to play games of various sorts.
The student body went through a few changes, partially
because of the strike. Students start ed thinking a bit mo re
politically : a definite plus. Students also started portraying
what they thought to be the role that would be the best suit
a genuine revolutionary (appearances and all). A definite(?)
step up frpm cowboys and Indians.
In the past year, Greek life has taken a back seat to the
lives of members of the counter culture. Progress, eh? Oh
well, a clique's a clique.
1970 brought N.S.C. an inauguration ce remony and the
constru ction of a new building.
It brought bombscares and it brought floods (raditional
at NSC).
The Independent got a face-lifting this year which some
people upproved of and some didn't. Those that approved,
wrote. Those that didn't , vandalized.
1970 brought the security guards a better reputation for
dealing with stud en ts. It also gave the TV room a worse one.
All in all, 1970 was a year for change where on camp us.
Perhaps 1971 will continue the movement in this direction .
Perhaps the trend will be reversed.
'The i.mportant factor is CHANGE. We can't stagnate
. anymore. We've come too far.

~kly SJ)t\)(1n4 ....... .

Grinch

Christmas - not only for us, but
also for the twelve year old boy
who so nicely Jent us the tree
stand he had made , and which was
attached to the aforementioned
tree.
Nice going, Grinch. We hope
your Christmas is as merry as
ours.
Sincerely ,
the sisters of
Lambda Chi Rho

Why Wait?
Dear Editor,
I would like to commend the
Registrar's Office for being one of
the unchanging institutions on
this c·ampus. This year, not only
were students forced to wait
hours on line to register , but upon
entering the room, found a staff
of people waiting to ask relevant
questions such as: What county
are you in? and What minority do
you belong to?
These questions could have
been included in the Registration
material and the staff of people
and hours of waiting eliminated.
But, then again, the Registrar' s
Office is only running true to
form.
Sincerely ,
Eloise Hajjar

Dear Editor ,
Have you ever met a Grinch?
No? Well , don't feel bad, because
most people haven' t. Know why?
Because Grinchs are very sneaky
and they only come out when no To the Editor :
After reading your Christmas
one is around . So how do we
know they exist, you ask? Well , versio n of the \ndependent
we think that the visitor who (Mondo Gazetto ), l feel that you
relieved us of various items, should hereby discontinue
including a Christmas tree last publishing the INDEPENDENT
Tuesday night must have been a and give the money used for its
Grinch. We say " Must have been" publication to Rockin' Bob for
because we can't be sure, and distribution among the students
since we'd hate to blame a tellow of N.S.C.
Happy New Year RB,
NSC student for the theft , we
Rockin' Lin
blame the Grinch.
Since we'll never be able to
locate this Grinch, we're writing P.S. Dear Rockin' Bob ,
this to Jet him know that he's
Is this the way you wanted the
done a great job of spoiling Jetter written?

What.

by Phi I Frank

• •

INDEPENDENT
Tlte opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this
paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of
the college.
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Lots and lots of things to talk about, so here goes.
1. People like City University of New York's Prof. Louis Heller
keep me going. Mr. Heller offers his own definition of "open
enrollment," - "a political device for conferring a college degree
without giving a college education." Part of Mr. Heller's pessimistic
outlook can be discovered in the words of a student who approached
one of the faculty members of CUNY and commented that he simply
could not m<_1ke sense out of the textbook "because too many words
are just too long." I suspect that a similar attitude has developed at
Rutgers where the egalitarians are determined that everyone ought to
get a college education, and a little thing like not being able to read or
write is to be no hindrance. Maybe this is their way of saying, up the ass
of the educated class.

2. My own judgement is that the recent Supreme Court decision
to allow Congress to lower the voting age in national elections is about
the most absurd decision that august body has arrived at in many a
year. As soon as I get to read the full texts of the Court'sdecision I plan
to elaborate more fully . However, it would seem that the five members
of the Court who voted in the majority were motivated more by
political expediency than constitutional sagacity. And to think that I
use to like Hugo Black.

3. The versitility of the "new-lefters" is not to be underestimated.
Take for example their myriad use of the American flag at an art show
recently held in a church on Washington Square South. One clever
"artist" depicted the flag as a silk-screen with the following words
inscribed on it, "This is your flag, honor it, defend it, burn it, trample
on it, masturbate on it." Other ingenious uses of the flag were for
purposes which most find toilet paper more manageable. Yet a third
portrayal displayed the flag as a huge uncircumcised penis.

4. There have been several "allusions" to this writer in letters to
the editor, and this column has received some interesting little items
from former students. However, except for some playful stabs at the
late-great Ken Wilson, l have held to a pol.icy of non-retaliation even
when some of the comments made were uncultivated. I shall continue
this policy content with citing the fact that the student body is
composed of various elements. What does not go over well with one
segment may be appreciated by others and vice versa. Furthermore, I
consider my own individual initiative, interest, and commitment to be
sufficient lo have my personal views presented in a signed column in
the major forum of student opinion and information on this campus.
Beyond this I know of no other qualifications necessary. All in all this
feature of the paper will continue "right-on" as the saying goes.

5. Just imagine! The December l issue of National Review
marked that publications 15th Anniversary. It is unfortunate that our
school library has seen fit to purchase N. R. only in the last year.
However, l feel that Mr. Buckley's journal deserves some mention other
than its ability to stimulate the bial of some of the members of the
faculty. Even those not tuned in on conse·rvative politics grudgingly
concede the quality of National Review. Those of you who have never
read N.R. really ought to try it some time.

6. If you don't read N.R. how would you ever find out such
tid-bits as the following which appears in the December 15 edition.
" ... at Federal City College in Washington, one student group settled a
dispute with another over the use of college funds by brandishing
shotguns. Federal City President Harland Randolph , stung by press
criticism, said the clash was a 'meaningful learning experience'."
7. After a brief, but thoroughly · interesting, conversation with
President Weiss, I can accurately report (although some members of this
papers' staff cannot) that the President is unequivocally opposed to the
use of drugs on campus. Dr. Weiss's position in this dilemma is to be
sympathized with in view of his decision to try and allow the students
to establish their own policy of restriction. One note of
disappointment, however, when I received word that the President of
the college wanted to see me in his office, I immediately concluded that
the purpose of such a visit would be to pre,',ent me with some kind of
an award. All in all, the chance to discuss matters and chat cordially
was most welcomed.

8. Senator Fullbright is upset. He is upset about the possibility of
the United States resuming the bombing of North Vietnam. Really, one
ought to think about this a minute. Wasn't it Senator Fullbright, and
others who two years ago or so were telling us that if we only sat down
and talked we could settle the whole thing? Well, we did sit down and
talk, and we've talked ever since, and so far as anyone can determine we
have accomplished very little , to be more precise - nothing. Ah!
Frustration, thy name is Fullbright.

Well 1971 is here and as far as
1970 is concerned .... the mu sic's
over . Here are th e first annual
N e w sounds awards for
achievement in the field of
albums.
My pick for BEST ALBUM of
1970 is split among two very
recent
arrivals: JOHN

LENNON/PLASTIC ONO BAND
(Apple)

and

Frank

Zappa's

CHUNGA'S REVENGE (Bizarre
2030). Lennon's album has been
critici,.,ed by many as being
egocentric in nature. Perhaps it is,
although I don't see it that way.
AIJ cr1t1c1sms of Lennon's
personality aside. the album
stands as one of the most
powerful and honest records
around .
Lennon has stripped music to
thecoreandpresentsitinit'snew
simple rorm. . . . Most of the
music on the album is made up or
Ringo Starr's "crude" poundings
on drum, Klaus Voorman on bass,
and Lennon's wailing guita1 or
morbid piano. The power or this
assembly is aforementioned
simplicity. The .instrumentation is
not designed to be pretty or
catchy; it is naked, repetitive and
disturbing.
Lennon has kept things vaguely
unnerving instrumentally and has
matched that part of the music
with lyrics that are equally as
striking. It is clear he has not
found the peace of mind that
McC:frtney and Harrison allegedly
have. Examples of the disturbing
word pictures conjured up by
Lennon are found in the song
"Working Class Hero:"
Keep you doped with religion and
sex and TV
And you think you're so clever
and classless and free
But you're stilJ fucking peasants
as far as I can see
A working class hero is something
to be.
or "My Mummy's Dead"
My mummy's dead
l can'tgetitthrough myhead
Th ough it's been so many years
My mummy's dead
It's hard to explain
So much pa.in
I could never show it
My mummy's dead.
If the lyrics aren't
thought-provoking enough,
Lennon's delivery of them is.
Usually enshrouded in an echo, he
wails and sometimes literally
screeched his way through them.
A distrubing, · an honest, and

·

important album. Lennon naked.
The writer and artist exposed to
the world .
Zappa's new one, CHUNGA'S
REVENGE is one of the most fun
to liste n to albums put out in a
Jong time. From the first cut
"Transylvania Boogie" to the last
"Sharleena," it is clear that the
alb um is designed to bring
enjoyment, not to present
innovations in music. All the
musicians have a great time on the
record doing take offs on blues,
fifties rock, schlock rock and god
knows what.
The seudo-blu es cut, "Road
Ladies," has rocker Jeff Simmons
wailing lyrics like: "When the P.A.
system eats .it, and the band is
playing some of the most tcrriblist

they stayed away for so long. Not
to be overlooked is CACTUS, a
group that proves it is possible for
four talented musicians to play
through an ent ire album without
being aware of each othe r's
presence.
COMEBACK OF THE YEAR
goes to Led Zeppelin for LED
ZEPPELIN III (Atlantic SD 7201)
a very tasteful entry to followup
the cacphon.ious LED ZEPPLIN
II. Honorable mention: Traffic:
JOHN BARLEYCORN.
COMEBACK OF DUD OF
THE YEAR goes to Gene
Vincent's I'M BACK AND I'M
PROUD (Dandilion 9-102) which
was produ ced by Kim Fowley.
How the iwo of them managed to
stay awake durini; tnc proc

lllngs

shit you ever heard" while Zappa is beyond me.
BEST NEW GROUP OF 1970
out -growls Jimmy Page on
is a tie between MAY BUTA (A
raunch-guitar.
The single Jive cut on the recent English group which boasts
album "The Nancy and Mary to its credit a very nice debut
Music" has all the power of the album, Paramount 5020 . The
best pounding rock number and group , a trio, lays down some
includes a vocal drum solo by pretty good rock and should
develop into a great group .in time
George Duke.
Zappa has relaxed it seems or to come.) and DEREK AND THE
maybe mellowed a bit. Songs like DOMINOES (THE new Erik
"Rudy Wants to Buy Yez a Clapton group which proves to be
Drink" and "Would You Go All a very tasteful entry into the
the Way?" (with the immortal world of country-rock.).
WORST LIVE ALBUM OF
refrain sung to a sweet young
thing "Wouldyou go all the way THE YEAR goes to the Door's
for the U.S.A.? Would you go all ABSOLUTELY LIVE (Elektra
the way for the U.S.A.?" are 9002) who beat out those musical
extremely witty but no cynically masters, Grand Funk LIVE, only
because Morrison and crew put
reproachful.
The instrumentation on this out a double album where Funk
album is not as complicated as on dredged up one.
SPECIAL STERILITY
recent ones and the entire
atmosphere is one of pleasure. A AWARD goes to Neil Young for
joy present in recording the album AFTER THE GOLD-RUSH
and present for the listener in (Reprise 6383) for succeeding in
hearing the results, CHUNGA'S putting out a badly mixed, poorly
REVENGE is fun, you betcha.
recorded record at the height of
Honorable mentions in this his popularity and having it sell
c a t e g o r y a r e S EC O N D because people th.ink it sounds
THOUGHTS: McKendree Spring, pretty. Vastly inferior to his first
HOLLYWOOD DREAM; effort NEIL YOUNG (Reprise
Thunderclap Newman, STEPHEN 6317). HONORABLEMENTION
STILLS; Stephen StilJs, goes to Creedence Clearwater,
GASOLINE ALLEY : Rod pioneers in -~he field of musical
sterility.
Stewart, MONA DONE JAKON:
Cat Stevens, NEW MORNING :
BIGGEST M:¥PE OF THE
Bob Dylan, and FUTURE
BLUES: Canned Heat, CRABBY YEAR goes to IF , a highly touted
British group which proved to be
APPLETON: Crabby Appleton.
WORST ALBUM FO THE another "look I'm · a
YEAR goes to the Stooges' jazzbandwowie" turkey .
FUNHOUSE (Elektra-74071) for HONORABLE MENTION goes to
proving that it is still possible to PIG IRON, yet another horn
be totally tasteless in music today. group attempting to be a jazz and
HonorabJeMentions: Grand rock combo, and succeeding
Funk's CLOSER TO HOME greatly in neither. THAT'S ALL
which made one thankful that FOLKS. HAPPY NEW YEAR!

.,, Page Six
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January

May

The decade opens with Bob Byrnes' attack on
Independent and Memorabilia for public elections
of editors. Sorry Bob, try again.
Lorin Hollander, poetic pianist, plays in TP A.
Exams?
R and R period.

STUDENT STRIKE! N.S.C. students come
alive and unite , but interest quickly fizzles. Strike
Committee, tries a little harder ... moves strike to
Belmar, N .J ., to break NSC students.
No finals - Hurray!

Lichtenstein comes out ahead as Student Org.
president. With 3 years campaigning under his belt ,
how could he Jose?
Marino , Gilcrest, each score 1000 points for
basketball career. Squires suffer bad season ...

7-17.
Margaret Mead spe.aks out for youth . First guest
of the Eugene Wilkins Lecture Series. (in some
folks' opinion: Also the last speaker of the Eugene
Wilkins lecture series)

April
To play or to relax or both?

February
aha' s " How to be Hep" series brings radical
change to campus. Right on, Ed!
F aculty Senate approves pass-fail system that
no one was capable of understanding.
Men's physical Ed. 1'1ajor passed by Faculty
Senate. It' s about time'
Student Org. Campaign - Hot and Heavy!

Lacrosse initi ated .
Environmental edition of the Ind ependen t
offe rs ·a definite awakening to the threatening
problem, Varied reactions to this issue!
Wilson's headline : "Mother Ea rth @%(dJ! !"
causes several heart attacks and the birth of three
children.
Greek Sing: first place, Lamda Chi Rho , and
second, Omega Sigma Psi. Sigma Theta Chi shared
first place honors.
Confusion caused by new registrati on
procedures.
Hep Naha becomes Editor-in-Chief. Hotcha!
Phil Ochs and McKendree Springs featured at
Spring Concert.
CARNIVAL! Psychedelic Circus (zoo !) held .
Followed by mass retch-in.
Earth Day. April 22 . big success. naturally!
April 23, everything back to normal.
Deb ut of .Ken Wilson's controversial column.

Lively NSC students foiled by subversive group.

Ho-Hum.

Septe1nher
Summer freshman orientation brings havoc to
dorms.
Ten Wheel Drive entertains.
Dr. J ames Benson Parks III named new Dean of
Students. Congratulations, Dean!
Hel a Yungst, sister of Omega S'igma Psi,
representing tfuion County was chosen as Miss New
Jersey to participate in the Miss America Pageant.
Football opens FIRST season.
NSC vocabulary expands - Ombudsman????

Is this right, Ed?

March
Down on the bayou .

.Hep Naha on the in.

Lichtenstein, Year I. .

Lowly frosh plead for acceptance . into
college community.

Januat1' 7 , 197 1
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Retro News
October

Decenther

Dr. Nathan Weiss inaugurated as eleventh
president. His address . . . cited the occurance of
campus unrest as a reflection of the profound crisis
of the nation as a whole . "you Betcha!"
H o me c omin g - from beer to cocktails, from
rally to game - a success all the way. Alka -Seltzer
stock up 30%.
Face lifting of Independent.
Listening Posts encourage trading of ideas.
Freak ball starts outside of Student Center.

Inauguration of President Weiss.

Where is Johnny?

Let me entertain you!
Melanie and Byrd s climaxed by Linden blast. (is
that obscene?) Rich Faugino wins fi rst place in Class
of '73's Talen t Show.
Greek Footba ll - three way tie; Pi, Chi, T au.
The New Greek way. (remember what happened to
Athens?)
"Paint in" libe rates TV room. Now who
liberates the rest of the school from the T.V. room?
Mondo Gazetto fa il s to bring in libel suit . . .
stude nts mystified . . . B.P. " Last year's issue was
fu nnier."
Christmas spirit clt ;tailed by administration.
Bah, Humbug!

NSCers fall head over heels for H omecoming.

NoveDih er
Johnny Horizon Week - -came and went!!
Personnel Policies Committee issues statement
that stu dents should have a vote on social issues, but
not on issues affecting tenure . ("S ure, we can !")
K.W.F .C.
Conclusion of football season 4-2-0. The
yearlings pull through a fine season .
Theatre presents "The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie" starring Kathy M uzikar.
Levi proposes 4- 1-4 plan for student body's
benefit.
·
Project You - NSC flop. (But don't tell
anybody)
Johnny Horizon week observed in Bulgaria.
Vaugh-Eames building near completion.

Miss Jeanie surveying the prospects.
A friend indeed.

The Vaugh-Eames building just prior to
· opening.

Best Wishes for the coming year fro m the
.Independent Staff.

Page Eigh

The
Saga

Of
·The

1970
Independent
In the past, THE INDEPENDENT was known as a publication that was totally
removed from the entire college community.

This year, however, with the election of
dashing counter culture leader, Ed Naha, as
editor; the college knew that things were due
for a change.

in-formal meeting with President Weiss. in a special office specially prepared for
Naha's visit, was most promising.

Weeks .
Pass
. . . . complete with new improved equipment.

-

Before long, new faces appeared in THE
INDEPENDENT office, lending their creativity
to the already sterile staff .

~

Soon, the effects of the revamped IND_EPENDENT's policy of exposing the school
to culture were felt. Where clowning and horseplay once ran rampant ....

. ... dignity now reigned supreme.

Fearless crusading editor Ed Naha (shown here
in candid photo) did not hesitate in naming
names and shooting from the hip; and so, THE
INDEPENDENT began a policy of trend setting
campaigns to clean up NSC ....

which included
Statemugger ....

the

capture

of

the

legendary

.... a statement supporting the NSC Student Strike
which succeeded in breaking many barriers between

. . .. and a call for more
time for student

saying,
there were a few people
who disagreed with the
way THE INDEPEN DENT was being

students and faculty . .. .

recreation .

run . .. .

. . . . and reasoned with in the incomperable manner of the
warm and zany INDEPENDENT staff. Many actually got to
see their families again.

. . . . President Weiss as well as other
administrative officials, were visably shaken
at MODNO's release . ...

Newark

.. .. the installation of pass keys
in the dorms, giving students
much more freedom .. ..

.... but eventually they were found .. . .

Although many students enjoyed the most recent INDEPENDENT, issue, MONDO GAZETTO ... .

.... and so, Pres. Weiss arranged for another informal meeting
with editor Naha (shown in ph_o to) . ...

and assured the editor and the
entire INDEPENDENT staff, that they
-would really enjoy the new
INDEPENDENT office location, and
that the change was really for their
convenience.
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Predictions for 1971
by Mahatma Kane Jeeves

(Mahatma Kane J eeves has
achieved wo rld-wide fa me as the
grea t but che r- clairvoyant of
Roselle Park, New Jersey. It was
Mr. J eeves who predicted the
tragic death of John Fitzgerald
Kennedy while at a birthday party
i n l ate 1967; J eeves also
forewarned the world, early in
1969 to watch for a great new
i n ve n tion wo uld tota ll y
revol u l ionize the air travel
industry . . . the zeppelin . Here
are his startling predictions for
1971 !)
Sally Fields will make a big
comeback on T.V. this year with a
new show entitled Gidget Meets
the Dope Fiend ... In a desperate
move to gain popularity , President
Richard M. Nixon will have the
entire country of Vietnam towed
into Hudson Bay so American
servicemen can come home for
lunch ... Woodstock , Woodstock.
and Bilk Manufacturing Company
wi!J put out a second Woodstock
album , more Woodstock shirts
and new Woodstock sneakers,
tatoos, comic books , and
underpants . . . a series of
Altamont rock festival goods will
also hit the market but will sell
very little being bought mo~tly by
Hells' Angels and chimpanzees in
the West Coast area ... Sunshine
Bak;ng Company will capitalize
on their name and aim their 1971

cookie market at members of the
counterculture . The new Sunshine
produ ct , Fudge Freak-ou ts, will
cause cookie eaters to hallucinate
about Betty Crocker or if really
int ense, The Pill s bu ry
Dou gh- Boy . . . J ane Fonda,
fe male crusader, will rush to the
aid of the Red Span os before
findin g out that they' re a bowling
te a m in th e Polish Falcon
Tou rna ment . . . Popular Meher
Baba butto ns, a mu st to the
avant-ga rde, will be joi ned in the
religious fashion world by Meher
Babe secret decoders and
m etaphysical flashlight dog
whistles . . . Old-fashioned freaks
will try to revive Jesus Christ tool
kits, but to no avail . . . Billy
Graham to revive the ancient
religious rite of selling indulgence
this August in Yankee Stadium at
the Billy Graham Decency
R ally-White Elephant Sale ...
Spike Jones to make a startling
comeback ... to keep up with
Newark State's Student Org's
efforts to counter-culturize the
school (i.e. the new Woodstock
Student Direclory , new students
entering the school must have hair
over their ears, must prove that he
has read at least one Herman
Hesse book and must be able to
babble incoherently in any given
subject . .. Student Org's planned
"Magic Bus." center for the sale
of records and other fab items,

John Borth
Giles Goat-Boy , or the Revised

New Syllabus might be my
favor it e John Barth b ook . \\ is
abo ut a goa t- boy; who aft er living
with goats for thirteen years
discovers he is a human being and
goes to the Campus to seek his
fort une and finds out that he is
the son of a virgi n and a computer
which indicates that he may be
the Grand Tutor, for whom
everyone has been waiting so long .
The first page of this book is a
Pu b Ii sh er' s Disclaimer which
begins: " The reader must begin
this book with an act of faith and
end it with an act of charity." It's
true , and if you can do it, if you
can read this book, I guaran tee
you - John Barth will be in your

stomach and your arms and your
throat, down low right above yo ur

the Funh ouse.

The o ther night , a stanger's car ran o ut of gas on a lonely road ,
about a mile from the nearest service station. When he approached me
and a friend Rick , the stranger was very dismayed (and very cold) of
having been unable to find a station open. The hour, you see , was quite
late .
This stranger explained his predicament , but was afraid (me being
a stanger) to ask me if I could help him. People don' t help people , just
like that. Stranger was more shocked than happy when I o ffered "Hop
in ; I know of a stat ion that's still open."
Having nearly accomplished our mission , we faced the most
important part of the experience. " Here you are, sir ," I announced.
" No, wait! Let me give you a couple dollars; I wish it could be more."
HE WOULDN' T LET ME DO HIM A FAVOR." " Please , I insist that
you take it." Eventually , I did ; I took it. In doing so , I was merely
doing HIM another favor.

,,..,.. .. ,.......

on campus by various tents and
Connestoga wagons filled with
goods and operated by passing
gy p ·s i es and a r abs . . . A
nationwide student will take place
ea rl y in M ay to p ro t est
ca n ce blation of Ted Mack's
Amate ur Hour . .. besides it was
time fo r exams anyway . . . a
group of nearsigh ted leftists will
converge in Indianapolis, Indiana
this su mmer demanding freedom
for the Indianapoli s 500 ... Pope
Paul this year will a)pary for
wo rl d peace, b) frown ori divorce,
c) deplore the use of violence
throughout the world , d) pray for
world peace , e) implore the
communists to free prisoners of
war and f) express his hopes that
the free world will beat Hitler and
the Nazis ... When questioned by
student activists Vice President
Spiro Agnew will admit that he
always thought "good vibes" were
excellent xylophones . . . With a
shortage of mercury in 1971 ,
thermometer makers will begin
the practice of fill ing their
products with tuna salad . . .
Charles Manson will be declared
guilty this year by the state of
South Dakota . . . Bedbugs to
invade Boston ... That's all until
next year folks. Peace , love , and
good vibes . . . Mahatma Kane
Jeeves.

Swimming
Anyone?

chest. l really can't say anything

abo ut thi s book . all I can do is
flap and fl ap, there is too mu ch .
Giles Goat-Boy is the type of
book that , once you get inside it.
yo u are floating in something
wide and deep and rich and thick
and great, better than T .V . and
t h e mov ies a nd so m eo n e
whispering in you r ear. It is eve n
better than going outside and
living.
I really don't know what else
to say, (as if 1 had said something
to begin with).
Next week : John Barth - Lost in

Favors or
Services?

TYPING WORRIIS1 STOP
WORRYING! ,-. apewt tn-1
•T-Papar,M.-... ...
'boct.NI ,,__ coll MRS.
.MNOJJ), 667-5145. Eel~

will be a success . . . the gaily
painted shop will soon be j oined

CAMPUS REP. NEEDED
W rite to: Jack Green
International Tent Retreats,
350 East 84th Street, New
Y ork , New Y ork 10028

Would you like to fo rm the
nucleus fo r a men's swim team at
Newark Sta te? Experience in
competi tion is desired (YMCA ,
High School swimming etc.) but
Nat uraJ abili ty is acceptable. Pool
facilities are at yo ur disposal.
Swim a few laps at your
con ve n ie n ce . A I I i nterested
aqu anau ts see Coach Karbe at the
Gym or leave a note in Mailbox
No. 30 c/o Rich Hauser. Don't
Delay! Besides fun, It's healthy
exercise.

CAN BE SM OKED OR EATEN
It 's th e first magazine of the grass ge neratio n. It
assumes we are speak ing the same language. J o hrr
Wilcock's Oth er Scenes is writte n in code and those
who care to decip her it are adv ised to subscribe.

SPECIAL PRICES
For Students and Facu lty
on nevv & used cars.
Overseas Delivery Arranged

Call us for Free Brochures

MG

V ISIT YOU R FRI EN DLY LOCA L NEWSSTAND
Or send us $6 to subscribe thru 1971. We cover all aspects of the
(interna t iona l) alternative society.

Name ..... .. ... .. .. ... ....... .... .. ...... ........ .. ... ......... ......... .. .......... .. .... .... .

VOLVO

JAGUAR
TRIUMPH

Address .. ... ... ......... .... ...... .. ......... ....... ...... ..... ....... .... ..... ....... ... .... ..

······ ·· ·· ·· ··· ····· · ········· ··· ····· ··········· ····· ·· ······z~ . ..... ..... .... ... .. .
Mail to Box ls. V illage P .O .. New York 100! 4

ROLLS ROYCE

AMERICA
Authorized Sales & Service

IM PORTED MOTORS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
34 Valley Road

7464500

·WALT
LIVES!

I would like to share two telephone numbers for individu als in need of
help. Both offices are based in Union, New Jersey. 353-4225 , this is a
seven-day-a-week, 24 hr. service providing confidential help, general
information to any caller. A social worker is assigned to receive such
calls. (Drug oriented). 688 tCARE) 688-2273 a help line which is in
operation daily from 9 p~. until 2 a.m . The line is also open 4 p.m.
until 6 p.m. Monday through Wednesday. Advice and referral service is
available for any .kind of personal problems including those relating to
drugs. The service is anonymous and confidential.

y,sur
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1970: Sports
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 1/11
DATE
EVENT
MONDAY , JAN . 11TH
12: 15 Fina l Exams
1 :00 - 3:00
E.V.E .
11 :00 - 1:00
Dedication Comm . Mtg.
TUESD A Y, JAN . 12
1 :40
Graduate Advisors Mtg.
Sigma Beta Chi Sorority
2:00 - 4:00
Secondary Ed. Dept. Tea
WEDNESDA Y, JAN . 13TH
12 : 15 Final Exams
9: 00 - 5
Fine Arts Workshop
4:00 - 6
Encounter Group
5: 00 - 10
Graduate Divsion Mtg. Psyche Dept.
7:00 - 12
Coffee House
7 :30 - 10
Alumni Meeting
THURSDAY, JAN . 14Th
12: 15 Final Exams
1:40
Secondary Ed. Mtg.
F RIDAY, JAN . 15TH
7: 00 - 1
Coffee House
Towns and Gown Lecture Series
8: 00 p.m.
Featuring: Dr. Sol Schwarts
Environmental Psychology
SATURDAY , JAN .16TH
High School Equivalency Tests
8:00 a.m.
Basketball : NSC vs. Ouinnipiac
8: 15p.m.

PLACE
Little Theatre
Room A , Down s
T-102
T-207
Will is Hall Lobby, 1st fl.
Rqom A, Downs
Little Theatre
A -106
Alumni Lounge
Rooms A, 8 , Downs
Hex Room
A lumni Lounge
Little Theatre
W10 1
Hex Room
TPA

W10 1, 100, 102, 104
Home

I enjoy seeing you at the coffee house.

,.
I don 't want to have a separation between: the freaks, t he greeks, or the "inbetweeners
any more.
I would rather see my fellow students at our coffee house than the outsiders who have
come in for " kicks".

I would like to see us there "all together" whenever possible.

1970: year

Remember The Coffee House was set up for our pleasure.
Please Come! !! - I would really appreciate it.

in Review

Wed . - 8:00-12:00
Friday - 8:00-12: 00
Love,
Ellen

. ,.," .....

